What is the value of the underlined digit?

814 - The value of the digit 8 is 8 hundreds, or 800.
234 - The value of the digit 3 is 3 tens, or 30.
647 - The value of the digit 7 is 7 ones, or 7.

Write the value of the underlined digit.

a. 729 - ________  b. 436 - ________

c. 861 - ________  d. 45 - ________

e. 589 - ________  f. 109 - ________

g. 952 - ________  h. 802 - ________

i. In the number 238, which digit has the greatest value? __________

j. In the number 619, which digit has the least value? __________
What is the value of the underlined digit?

814 - The value of the digit 8 is 8 hundreds, or 800.
234 - The value of the digit 3 is 3 tens, or 30.
647 - The value of the digit 7 is 7 ones, or 7.

Write the value of the underlined digit.

a. 729 - 700  
b. 436 - 6

c. 861 - 60  
d. 45 - 40

e. 589 - 500  
f. 109 - 0

g. 952 - 50  
h. 802 - 2

i. In the number 238, which digit has the greatest value? 2

j. In the number 619, which digit has the least value? 9